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How to decorate a cake without sprinkles

Let everyone inseuch accept the fact that a good, creamy cake is all our heart desires. Spongy, dense layers of dough draped in moist frosting and topped with juicy berries, crispy nuts and chocolates are a delight behold, sense and taste. Frosting cream, Oh gosh! This makes you drool, while the influx of toppings gives the cake a beautiful speckled appeal. Here we have for you easy, beautiful and
tempting ideas of decorating the cake in the house without cream. Yes, read on. 1. Sugar icing If you want to have a heavenly tempting cake without putting in a lot of effort, then decorate the cake with powdered sugar. Either dust it freely on the cake or cut the paper into shapes and dust it over. To answer how to decorate a cake with powdered sugar; You can make a paste of icing sugar, stirring water
and flavored extracts, perfect for muffins. 2. Frosting Have you ever ordered a cake online just because of the velvety icing. Well, many bosses will nod in tune with this because it's hard to resist. As soon as you bite a piece of dough, the moist icing melts in your mouth, and soon you will be transported to the heavenly world. By learning to make icing cream, you're on a delicious treat every other day.
Buttercream frosting, cheese icing, ganache frosting, whipped cream churning are popular frosting and can be used in many ways, from vortex tubes to smooth finishing palettes to floral patterns, and much more. 3. Fondant Designs These developed fondant cakes are an absolute show-stopper in any celebration. Ranging from poured fondant to fondant rolls, fondant eye charm cakes as well as people's
taste buds. With little patience and practice, you can master the art of creating fondant pop cake shapes. 4. Chocolates and candies Are you looking for a child-friendly cake decorating your child's birthday ideas? but I do not know how to decorate the cake without tools. Trust chocolates and candy. Whether you lay them between layers, cover the whole cake with them, sprinkle them on top or use them for
the initials of their names, children forever love cakes decorated with chocolates, candies and sweets. 5. Coconut embracing There can be no better feeling than enjoying a cake without thinking about calories and more. If you want to value such a feeling, then here is your dose of healthy dough accessorizing. Use coconut because it is healthier than its counterparts and looks just as effective. In addition,
coconut is light and can be easily added to flavors such as vanilla, chocolate, lemon. You can use coconut chips on light icing to decorate your cakes. This is one of the simplest and elegant ideas for cake. 6. Fruit toppings In summer, nothing can compete with fruits and berries. Nature's candies deserve a cokedie. So, top delicious cakes with fresh fruits and berries. You can also add slices of fruit between
layers of dough to give your cake a refreshing taste. In winter, you can dry fruit. When using fresh fruit for decoration, add it to the dough before presenting it. Frankly, decorating a cake without a cream like this will certainly increase the nutrition factor and slightly reduce your calorie intake. 7. Crispy nuts In winter there is something so comforting about toasted nuts and walnuts. Treat yourself and your
loved ones to a cake version of nutty delicacy in autumn. Sprinkle with walnuts or nuts on top, bottom or both and the dough will look and taste wonderful. If you bake chocolate cake, walnuts are a good match. 8. Real flowers Colorful flowers make everyone happy. And when the dough and the flowers come together, magic happens. Decorate the cake with petals and leaves of real flowers (edible). From
rose petals to lavender, give your cake a floral feel. Flowers can make your cake look nicer and appetizing. Sometimes decorating a cake without a cherry seems pretty, all you have to do is experiment with your creativity and you will definitely replace the monotony like a pro. 9. Sprinkles when you run out of time, sprinkle the dough with colorful sugar sprinkles, and you're good to go. You can use
templates in different patterns and shapes to make patterns with sprinkles, or you have the opportunity to wrap the whole dough in sprinkles, thus any imperfections of frosting is hidden. A nice cake is ready with little effort! 10. Caramel Coating Bake a perfectly smooth dough and drizzle it with caramel sauce, not only looks tempting, but tastes finger licking amazing. You can also use creamy caramel icing
to apply layers of dough. 11. Flying balloons cake balloons are all the rage these days. Give your party a touch of colorful cheering and your cake a little whim with balloon lollipops and cute balloon toppers. Be creative and experiment with mini thwarted balloon numbers and letters. The cake in the photo is an example of easy homemade cake decoration. 12. Hand-painted cakes Put on the artist's hat and
hand paint the cake. For any special occasion, you can bake a cake and paint your details, paintings or patterns directly above the fondant. In addition, you can splash paint on the dough to give it an abstract design. This trick is also a great answer to how to write on a cake at home without cream. I'm obsessed with clumsy tools. I assume most people don't keep an arsenal of cakes decorating supplies in
the kitchen like I do. Even if you do, sometimes you just want to work with what you have at hand. So, I have come up with 5 simple ways you can decorate cakes without cake decorating supplies. This post contains affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate, I earn money from eligible purchases. You can see my linked policies in the footer of your site. The materials you need for all these cakes are: baked
sandwich cake (here you will find a super delicious vanilla cake and really chocolate cake). Frosting (I used my favorite vanilla bean buttercream. You can find here.) Large knife (you can use the straight, back side of a large knife to smooth out the icing if you don't have a spatula) Gallon-sized freezer bags (you can use the quart size, you'll just have to top it up more often with icing). In addition, you really
need to use a freezer bag, not the usual bags. These just are not hard enough and you'll end up with icing on the cake. Take my word for it,  Sprinkles (If you don't have them, don't panic. Another option is cookie crumbs) food coloring (if you don't have this either, that's fine. All these cakes will still look great) Spoon biscuit vacuum cleaner (because the sprinkles are crazy) 1. Vanilla cake in the style of a
bakery: I think this one is the easiest and fastest of the bunch. You can use a food coloring to color the butter cream, or just leave it white, just like me. The first step is icing the dough. If you do not have a spatula, you can use the back, straight edge of a large knife to smooth the butter cream, and then clean the bottom of the dough plate with a paper towel. Then take the freezer bag and fill it with icing.
Push the icing into one corner and twist the bag. Cut off the corner of the freezer bag. Squeeze out a little icing and make sure you cut off enough freezer bags. Squeeze small dots around the bottom edge of the dough. Squeeze the swirls around the upper limit. Add some sprinkles to the top and voila! 2. Pleated cake: For this cake, you want to start with frozen dough. Take a very clean ruler or a long knife
and get vertical lines around to give you a guide to the pipes. Fill your ziplock freezer bag and slice out of the corner, as we did for the bakery-style cake above. Before starting the zigzag piping, make sure that the top ziplock seam is up and the bottom seam is down. You don't want them to be flat (horizontal to the dough). Now just pipe the zigzags all the way to every line that you scored. You just carry the
bag from left to right. Don't stop until you get to the top of the cake. Then pipe small dots around the top edge of the dough to the border. Then you can add a few sprinkles to the top or candles. I left my straight. 3. Ruffle Cake: Start with the frozen dough. It doesn't have to be nice. We will cover it with frills. Then fill the ziplock freezer bag with icing and a notch from the corner. Before starting piping, make
sure that the seams of the freezer bag are located on top and bottom. You will piping individual flounces. Each small ruffle is like a closed shape U. Pipe one and move to the right and the next pipe. Start from the bottom and make a row around the base. Then you will start in the row above this. Pipe U directly above one below and overlap a bit so that the bottom of the U covers the pointed part of the
flounce beneath it. At this point it will not look super nice, but just go on. Once you've all around the dough and it's covered with frills, the tubes a few dots at the top. I also sprinkled white and bright sprinkles on top. 4. Textured Watercolor Cake: I love this one because it's hard to mess around. You can use any colors and with the texture we create on the cake, you don't have to worry about getting
buttercream smooth and there are absolutely no piping at all with this one. First mix about four different colors of frosting. One of the colors will be your base coat, so do enough to icing the whole cake. Remember that this color will be the dominant color you will see. Now take this base color and ice cake. Don't even try to make the icing look pretty at this point. You want to put a lot because some will be
taken off while smoothing and texting and you don't want the dough peeking. Don't let your base layer crust and don't put it in the fridge now. This layer must remain smooth and workable for the next step. Now take the other colors that you have mixed and just globe them on the cake in random patterns. Don't forget about the top. It won't look nice at this point. Don't panic. Take an icing spatula or a large
knife and smooth around the sides and top. You don't have to worry about getting it super smooth. We will texture it in the next step. Take a teaspoon, preferably one that is more pointed at the tip. Use the tip of the spoon (on the back of the spoon facing the dough) and drag it around the dough. Start from the bottom, go, and then when you meet back to where you started, base it and continue. You need
to grate the spoon often, or buttercream will build on a spoon and form large clumps. Make a vortex on top of the dough at the end of the spoon. Once you've textured the cake, go back to some of the places where the icing is compacted and the texture of those areas until you like what you see. It will end like this: 5. Sprinkle cake: I used chocolate buttercream on this one, but you can use any color. You
need a cake cuter... any shape. I think someone's initials would be super cute. First ice cake. A really messy part is coming. Pour sprinkle into a bowl. Take a handful of sprinkles and lightly push them to the base of the dough. Just make a random pattern out of it. Sprinkles will go everywhere. I stood over the sink on this one of the cake balanced on one side and grabbing the sprinkles on the other. After
adding the sprinkles, you can clean the dough board with a cake brush or paper towel. Take the cookie shears and place it on top of the dough where you want your design. I used a teaspoon to put sprinkles inside my knife and then patted them very lightly on the back of my spoon. Remove the biscuit shears by lifting them straight up and out of the dough. There may be some unfair sprinkles, but you can
brush those off with a dough brush, or a little buttercream at the end of the spoon and barely touch those sprinkles... stick to the spoon. Right now Put a little buttercream in the freezer bag, cut out the corner and pipe some large dollops around the top of the dough. Hold the piping bag straight on top, not quite touching the dough. Squeeze the bag and let the doll build, then stop squeezing and pick up the
bag. You can pipe the pearl border or just leave it ordinary. I like buttercream dollops because, well, there's nothing wrong with the extra icing on the cake, right? You don't have it! Five ways to decorate cakes without any decorative materials. There are so many options here. You can use techniques from each of them and create your own versions. Have fun! Don't forget to pin it for later! Later!
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